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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In a previous paper [S] we considered the two point eigenvalue problem 
-u” = Lg(x, u, u’), x E (a, b), A E IR, 
u(a) -cd(a) = 0, 
u(b) + h’(b) = 0 or u’(b) = 0 
and obtained results about the asymptotic behaviour as A + co of continua of 
positive concave solutions to this problem. In this paper we extend some of 
these results to the corresponding N-dimensional problem: 




Here R denotes a bounded domain in RN (N> 2) whose boundary r is a C2 
submanifold of dimension N - 1. 
Throughout this paper we assume that g satisfies: 
g: b x R x RN + R is continuous and ag/au and 
ag/ap exist, and are continuous. W1 A) 
Here (x, U, p) denotes a generic point of fi X R X RN. 
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There exists an increasing function c: iR ’ + iR ’ such that 
lg(x~~~P)l~c(l~1>(1+IPl*) for (x, u, p) E fix R x I?‘. (HlB) 
By a solution of problem (1.1) we mean a pair (A, u) E iR x IVzqp(Q), 
p > N which satisfies (1.1). Since if (A, u) is a solution for some p > N, it is a 
solution for all p > N, this definition is independent of p. By a trivial solution 
we mean a pair (A, 0). Obviously (0,O) is a trivial solution. 
We shall consider two problems: 
PROBLEM P (the forced case). Here (0,O) is the only trivial solution, i.e., 
g(x, 0,O) & 0 in a. Let ,-V denote the set of solutions of (1.1). Then it 
follows from a theorem of [ 14, p. 1951 and the Lp theory that the component 
of ,4”’ to which (0,O) belongs is unbounded in IR ’ X C’(fi) and in 
IR - x C’(a). Recall that a component of a topological space is a closed 
connected subset which is maximal with respect to inclusion. We shall 
denote by GY the component in m ’ x C’(a) to which (0,O) belongs. 
We are interested in the case where G? consists of positive solutions (if not 
trivial). By using arguments from [ 14, p. 1951 and the strong maximum prin- 
ciple of [ 1, Lemma 11, we know that this case arises if g satisfies 
g(x, 0, 0) > 0 for all x E Q. (Hz) 
Thus, assuming (Hl) and (H2), the component g lies in (IF? + X P) U 
((0, 0)}, where P denotes the cone of functions u E C’(n) which satisfy 
u > 0 in D and &/an < 0 on r. Here a/an denotes the outward normal 
derivative on r. 
PROBLEM P' (the bifurcation case). Here (A, 0) are solutions for all 
A E F?, i.e., g(x, 0,O) = 0 in I2, but a component bifurcates from some point 
(A,, 0). Here we also want that the solutions which bifurcate are positive. 
This is the case if we assume, instead of (H2), that g satisfies: 
where f satisfies f(x, 0,O) > 0 
for all x E 0. (H2’) 
Let us denote by A, the principal eigenvalue of 
424 = IJ-(x, 0,O)u in fi 
u=o on r 
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and by 9’ the closure in R x C’(B) of the set of nontrivial solutions of 
(1.1). It is known [ 141 that Y’ contains (A,, 0) (bifurcation point). It is also 
known [ 141 that the component ‘Z (in the R x C’ topology) of 
9’ n (IR + x P) U {(n, , O)} which contains (1,) 0) is unbounded in 
IF? + x C’(.G). 
From now on g will denote the component of solutions which we 
described either in Problem P (Hl) and (H2) or in Problem P' (Hl), (H2’). 
As in [4, 51 we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of $59 
as II --) co (this is a singular perturbation problem: E = A-* + 0) under the 
additional hypothesis that g(x, U, VU) > 0 for (3L, u) E 5Y’, i.e., that the 
solutions on 9 are superharmonic. Obviously to guarantee that 
sup{A: (1, u) E g’) = co, we need some bounds on the solutions on 5Y. This is 
a problem we shall also consider. 
In Section 2, we consider subcontinua of GY whose projection on R ’ is 
bounded, and we prove the existence of solutions which, for a given II, are 
minimal on %Y and we shall show that these solutions can be reached by 
continuation along @ from the trivial solution. This result will prove useful 
in Section 3 where we treat the global problem. There we are particularly 
interested in the behaviour of solutions (A, U) on 55 as A + co. The strongest 
results here are for the case g = g(x, u). However, we give some results for 
the case g = g(x, U, VU). This case has also been studied in connection with 
the viscosity method for the first order Hamilton-Jacobi equations [7, 
lo-13 ]. In Section 4, where we compare our results with other results in the 
literature, we illustrate this connection by means of the equation 
-Au = Af(u)( 1 - pu I’) 
in which f(0) > 0 and f’(0) > 0 if f(0) = 0. 
Finally, we recall an a priori estimate, established in [ 1, Proposition 21: if 
(A, u) is a solution of (1, 1) and g satisfies (HI), then, 
where yp: R+ --) R + is some increasing function. 
Some of the results in this paper were announced in [6]. 
2. THE CASE OF BOUNDED 1 
In this section we are interested in some subcontinua of g. Let ,u~ denote 0 
in the case of Problem P and ;1, in the case of Problem P'. For ,U > ,u,, we 
define UN to be the component of Q n [0, ,D) X @“(a) which contains (&, 0). 
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u 
I c 
Problem P Problem P’ 
Note that gw c gA if ,L < A. 
In Theorem 1 we prove that a solution (u, u) is a bound in supremum 
norm for the solutions in Fw’,, provided that u is superharmonic (and ~0). If 
all the solutions of Fp are superharmonic and, moreover, uniformly bounded 
with respect to ,u in the supremum norm, then we can say that qU has a 
unique “limit point” in {,u) x C’(6) which is the minimal solution of GF in 
{,B ) X C’(a). This is the content of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM l(a). If there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
(b) Let (p, u) E 9, with p > p,, such that u # 0 and g(x, u, VU) > 0 in 
0, then 0 < u(x) ,< u(x), x E f2, for all (1, v) E G$. 
ProoJ (b) In order to prove the second assertion we consider the set 
A = {(I, v) E q : u(x) < u(x), x E iI}. 
We want to prove that A = gU. A is not empty since (JL,,, 0) E A, and it is 
trivally closed in G?$ (R x C’ topology). Thus, since gv is connected it is 
sufficient to prove that A is open. 
We have 
-Au = pg(x, 24, Vu) > Jg(x, UT Vu) 
and 
-Av = ig(x, u, Vu). 
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Hence w = u - u satisfies 
-dw+ 6 ujw,,+a,w>,0 in R 
,T, 
w=o on r, 
where (see [ 1 J) 
Uj(X) = -11’ g,,(X, U(X) $ h’(X), VU(x) $ f VW(X)) dt, 
0 
and 
so(x) = -A ,,’ g,( x, u(x) + tw(x), Vu(x) + t VW(X)) dt. 
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(2.1) 
j = 1, 2 ,..., N, 
Both aj and a, belong to L”(B) and w > 0 by assumption. Thus, by adding 
ow to both sides of (2.1) with w > 0 and large enough, we get (2.1) with a, 
replaced by a, + w > 0. Hence by Lemma 1 of [ 11: either w = 0 or w E P. If 
w = 0, then 
which implies, because ,? < ,D, that g(x, a, VU) = 0 and hence that u = 0. 
Since u # 0 by assumption, w E P or 
u(x) + h(x) ,< u(x), XELI, 
for some h E P. This establishes the fact that A is open in qP (in the R X C’ 
topology) and completes the proof of the second part. 
(a) We want to prove that sup{A: (A, v) E gti 1 = ,u. 
It follows from (1.2) and the Sobolev embedding theorem that 
Ilull C,(Rj <M for all (A, v) E q and 1 <,u for some constant M > 0. We 
define 
B= (vEC1(~):~lvllc,c~,~M+ l}. 
For ,uo < /I < ,D, we define cA to be the component in K Ef 5F f? 
{ [O, ,I] x B) which contains bo, 0). Clearly @’ c VP if ,I E (&, ,u). Hence it 
is suffkient to prove that for any 1 E (,uo, ,D), 5?A n ((,I} x B) # 0. 
Assume to the contrary that 
gAn(((A} xB)=0 for some 1 E go, p). 
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On the other hand, because 97 is unbounded and connected in IF? + x C’(fi), 
and [O,p] x B is bounded, 5F must leave [0, A] x B. Since 59 is connected, 
and by assumption g n ([0, 11 x 3B) = 0, it follows that 
a~%~fn(((A) xB)#0. 
We claim that there exist closed disjoint sets K, and K, such that 
K, 1 cgA, K, 1 aK, K,uK,=K. 
The set K is compact by (1.2), the boundedness of v in C(6) and the 
compact imbedding of IV”*p(Q) into C’(a) for sufficiently large p, and it 
contains the closed disjoint sets S?” and aK. By a result from point set 
topology [ 141 there are now two possibilities: either there exist compact sets 
K, and K, such that K,zI@~, KzIaK, K,nK,=0 and K=K,UK, or 
there exists a component D c K which meets K, and K,. The second 
possibility cannot hold because, by the maximality of PA, we would have 
D = @A, which would contradict our assumption that g1 r\ ({A) X B) = 0. 
This proves the existence of the two sets K, and K,. 
Define 
K, := K, U ((v, u) E V: v > A). 
Then 
K,nK,=0 and K,UK,=F. 
Clearly, K, is closed. Because K, is also closed, K, will be closed if the 
closure of ((v, u) E g : v > A) c K,. Thus, let (v,, u,) E G’ and v, > 1, v, + V, 
u, + u as n + co. If v > A, if follows that (v, u) E K,, and if v = A, it follows 
that (v, u) E aK c K, c K,. 
Thus P is equal to the union of two nonempty, disjoint closed sets, which 
contradicts the fact that V is connected. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
If we are in the situation of Theorem 1, or more generally, if the solutions 
belonging to qu for some p > cl0 are bounded uniformly with respect to d in 
the supremum norm, then it follows from (1.2) and the compactness of the 
injection of WzVp(0) into Cl@) that U;; is precompact in GF. A priori SFP 
may have many limit points as k /” p, which belong to g. In the following 
theorem we show that if the solutions of FP are superharmonic and 
sup{]lv]\,: (A, V) E gM’,r GM, then gM has a unique limit point @, u) E g’, 
where u is obviously also superharmonic, but in addition it is the minimal 
solution in the set G? f7 (,u } X {u E Cl@): u superharmonic}. 
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THEOREM 2. Let ,a > ,a,. If (A, v) E %T$ implies that g(x, v, Vv) > 0 a.e. in 
~2 and there exists a constant M > 0 such that JIv(IctaJ <A4 for all 
(A, v) E gw, then there exists a (a, u) E %? such that 
3-w 
(ii) u(x) < v(x) on finfor any (,a, v) E GF’, v superharmonic; 
(iii) u(x) = sup{ v(x) : (A, v) E gU} for all x E R. 
ProoJ It follows from Theorem 1 that sup(A : (A, v) E PP} = ,u, and from 
the remark preceding Theorem 2 that @@ is precompact in 5Y. Let @, U) E @ 
be any limit point of a sequence (A,, v,) E G$. Then u is superharmonic and 
positive, and (u, u) E %Y. Since, by Theorem 1, 0 < v(x) < u(x), x E fi for 
any (A, v) E ‘(“, and (A,, v,) -+ (,u, u) in R x W’9p(Q), it follows that u(x) = 
sup{v(x): (A, v) E gti}, x E a. Let (u, u’) E g’, G being superharmonic. By 
Theorem 1, (A, v) E gti implies v(x) < u’(x), x E Q and hence u(x) < G(x) 
x E D. 
We conclude the proof by observing that any sequence (A,, v,) E %$ such 
that L, / ,u as n + 03, possesses a subsequence (rink, VJ E gw, with Ank /” p 
as nk + co, which also converges to (u, u). Thus the whole sequence (A,, vn) 
converges to @, u) as A., 1~. 
3. THE CASE OF UNBOUNDED A 
Throughout this section we shall assume that all solutions of %? are 
superharmonic. From Theorems 1 and 2 it follows that for each A > ,uu,, 
q n (A} x C’(B) possesses a minimal solution which we shall denote by 
(A, U(A)). Moreover, U(A)(x) = sup{v(x) : 01, v) E VA}, x E 0. Since A < p 
implies @A c EN, we have Q(A) < U(J). 
Suppose there exists a uniform bound in C(a) for (A, u) E %Y. Then by 
(1.2) u is uniformly bounded in C’(a) for A on bounded intervals, and 
hence [ 141 sup(A: (A, u) E g’) = co. In this section we shall investigate the 
behaviour of %Y as A + co. We shall show that a limit ZZ exists and that, under 
additional assumptions, this limit ii satisfies the reduced equation 
g(x, 27, VU) = 0, a.e. in a. 
This result is based on the following lemma in which we establish the 
convergence of a sequence of solutions (A,, u,) when A,, -+ co in a weighted 
Sobolev norm, the weight function being the principal eigenfunction u0 of the 
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Laplacian subject to zero Dirichlet boundary data. Thus, if A,, is the 
corresponding eigenvalue, we have 
(PO> 1
-Au, = /IOU0 
u. = 0 
in R 
on asz. (3.1) 
In addition we shall require that 
uo(x) > 0, x E 0 and rnp u,(x) = 1. (3.2) 
LEMMA 3. Let (An, u,), n E N, be a sequence of solutions of (l.l), where 
g satisj?es (H 1A). Suppose that 
(i) lim A, = co; 
n-m 
(ii) g(x, u,(x), Vu,(x)) 2 0, x E 0; 
(iii) there exists a constant M > 0 such that u,(x) <M for all x E Sz. 
Then there exists a nonnegative, super-harmonic, bounded function u on 0 
which satisfies: 
(a) Jo q, IIW’dx < ~0; 
(b) g(x, C(x), Vb(x)) = 0 a.e. on 0; 
and there exists a subsequence (A,k, unk) such that 
As an immediate corollary of Lemma 3 and Theorem 2 we have 
THEOREM 4. Let the component g of solutions of Problem P (P’) have 
the properties 
(i) (A, u) E g implies g(x, u(x), Vu(x)) > 0, x E J2; 
(ii) there exists a constant M > 0 such that (A., u) E F implies 
u(x)<M,xEQ. 
Then U(x) cf sup(z&I)(x) : A > p,,}, x E B is positive, bounded and 
superharmonic in Sz, and has the properties: 
(a> i,, u,IVtiI’dx< 00; 
(b) g(x, U(x), VP(x)) = 0 ae. in Qn; 
u; 1 Vz&l) - VU\ dx 
i 
= 0, 
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where zi(A) denotes the minimal positive superharmonic function such that 
(I, U(A)) E G?. 
Remark. We do not known if the function ii, defined in Theorem 4, is 
actually a bound for all functions u such that (A, u) E g. We can prove that 
it is, if g does not depend on Vu. This is done in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 5. Let g = g(x, u) in (1, l), and assume that u^ is a positive, 
superharmonic and boundedfunction on R, which satisfies g(x, G(x)) < 0 a.e. 
in 0. Then for all (A, u) E g: 
u(x) < 4x) in Sz. 
Theorem 5 enables us to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of 55’ when g 
does not depend in Vu, and, naturally, g 2 0 on F. This is done in 
Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 6. Let g = g(x, u) in (1. l), and suppose there exists a positive, 
bounded, superharmonic function u^ on S2, which satisfies g(x, C(x)) = 0 in 12. 
Suppose in addition that g(x, u) > 0 for 0 < u < z?(x) a.e. in 4. Then 
(a) (A, u) E ‘3 implies that u is superharmonic; 
Define 
S(x) = sup{u(x) : (A, 24) E g}, x E 52. 
(b) C is positive, superharmonic and bounded on R; 
(c) g(x, ii(x)) = 0 a.e. in 0; 
(d) zi(x) = infjv : Q -+ IR : v is positive, superharmonic and bounded, 
and g(x, v(x)) = 0 a.e. on 12); 
(e) Jo u. IVf12 dx < 00; 
(f) lu-q2dx+ \ u;JVu-VvJJdx =O. 
-a I a-cc 
Proof of Lemma 3. The proof consists of five steps. In the first two, we 
establish bounds on Vu, and d(uiu,) which enable us to prove in the third 
step the precompactness of the sequence {uiu,] in W$‘(a). In the last two 
steps we prove parts (a)-(c). 
409,l100/2- I6 
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(1) Bound on the Gradient of u,. By using (P,,) and the boundary 
conditions we obtain 






t&l i u,ut, dx + i u. IVu,I* = Vu,, . V(u,u,) dx R R I 0 
= I n (-Au,) u,u,,dx. 
Since -Au,, u, and uO are nonnegative and u,(x) < M we obtain 
I (-Au,)u,u,, dx <IV R i, (-Au,)u, dx = M l0 (-Au,)u, dx 
< Qt4* I u. dx dgf K. $2 
Thus, there exists a constant K, such that 
I u,IVu,l’dx<K, for all n E N. R 
(2) Bound on A(u~u,). We have 
(3.3) 
A(u;u,) = (Au,&; + A(u;)u, + 4% vu, * vu,,. 
Hence, by using the fact that -Au, > 0, u,,(x) > 0 and u,(x) < M, we obtain 
!’ R I A(u&J dx < I’ u;(-Au,) dx + i, 1 A( u, dx + 4 ( u, 1 Vu, 1 Vu, I dx 0 n 
< I’ u,(-Au,) dx + M R i IA( dx n 
u. (Vu,I* dx 
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However, 
1 uo(-Au,) dx = (-Au,)u, dx R I R 
=&I uou, dx 
R 
Hence, in view of the result obtained in part (l), there exists a constant K, 
such that 
I 14&n)l dx <K, for all II E N. R 
(3) Precompactness of {u~u,,} in IV~V’(f2). It is known [3] that for every 
f E L’(R), there exists a unique u E W~Tq(Q), 1 < q < N/(N - 1) which 
satisfies 
-Au=f 
in the sense of distributions. Moreover [3], there exists a constant M, > 0 
such that 
It is also true, with the assumptions on f2, that the map f + u is compact. 
Indeed, L’(Q) is continuously imbedded in the dual of C,(fi) Ef {U E C(6) : 
u = 0 on 8Q) equipped with the supremum norm. Since the injection of 
IVtVp(L?) into C,,(D) is compact for p > N, L’(R) is compactly imbedded in 
W-‘~q(Q), q-l + p-’ = 1. We complete the proof by using the fact [ 171 that 
II4 w',v(*) GM, llf lIw-wa~ 
for some M, > 0, which is independent off E W-‘*q(f2). 
In (1) and (2) we have established the following results about the sequence 
b&l,: 
(i) {u~u,} c W~7’(12) and, 
(ii) I(A(u~u,)IjLICaj <K for all n E N. 
As we have seen these results imply that {u~u,,} is precompact in Wi9’(12). 
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(4) Proof of the Parts (a) and (c). It follows from part (3) that there 
exists a function V E WA9’(Q) and a subsequence (u,,J~~~ such that 
l&,24; + 5 in Wiv’, 
qx> 4(x> + a> a.e. in 0, 
wr&<4 + V@) a.e. in R. 
For x E G we define U(x) = V(x)/ui(x). Since u,,(x) > 0 for all x E a, and 
V(~~~,J = 4 vu,, + unk V(4), 
V(u$q = u; vu + qu;), 
We may conclude that 
%&) -+ k(x) 
vunk(x) + VU(x) 
a.e. in Q, 
a.e. in Q, 
(3.4) 
and also that 
cl* dx + I,, u; 1 VU,,~ - VzZ dx 1 = 0. 
This proves part (c). Part (a): 
follows at once from (3.3), (3.4) and Fatou’s lemma. 
Finally, note that zl> 0 and that I\UIILmCn) GM. Moreover, because the 
functions unk are superharmonic, so is zi. 
(5) Proof of Part (b). We want to prove that 
g(x, E(x), Vtqx)) = 0 a.e. in a. 
Indeed we have 
i, g(x, q&), V~,&N K,(X) dx = A,’ !,, W~,,W) dx) dx 
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Since, by assumption 
and & + co as k + co, we deduce that 
Hence for a subsequence, still denoted by (zL~~}~~~, 
a.e. in Q. 
Because z+,(x) > 0 for all x E 0, and g is continuous, this implies, in view of 
(3.4), that 
g(x, U(x), VU(x)) = 0 a.e. in 8. 
Remark. In contrast with the one-dimensional case [S], we do not know 
if the limit tl is continuous. 
Proof of Theorem 5. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we shall show that 
the subset M of V defined by 
.d = ((A, u) E GY : u(x) < C(x), x E f2) 
is nonempty, closed and open in @ (with the R x C’(b) topology) and 
hence, by the connectedness of %Y, is equal to g. 
Indeed (u,, 0) E & and JY is trivially closed. In order to prove that &’ is 
open in V it is sufficient to show that for each (1, u) E g there exists an 
a > 0 such that 
where u,, is defined by (3.1) and (3.2). This follows from the fact that 
uO(x) > 0 in fl and &,,/&I < 0 along the compact boundary r of R. 
Define w = u” - U. Then w satisfies 
1 w(-A#) dx + 1 q@ dx > 0, (3.4) 
R a 
where 
q(x) = -A io’ g,(x, u(x) + WX)) & XER, 
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and 4 E C?(Q), $ > 0. Note that q E Lm(D) because both u and fi belong to 
L”O(f2). Let 
u = ess . sup{q(x): x E Q}. 
Then it follows from (3.4) and the fact that w > 0 and 4 > 0, that 
j” w(-A#)dx+wj w#dx>O. 
R n 
Note that w is lower semicontinuous and bounded in 0. Moreover W(X) f 0 
in Q, because otherwise 
0 = g(x, u”(x)) = g(x, u(x)> 
which implies that u = 0 and therefore u” = 0. This contradicts the 
assumption that u  ^is positive in 0. Thus, we can choose o so large that for a 
given d E C;(Q), 4 > 0, 4 # 0: 
1 
R 
w(-A$) dx + OJ 1 w# dx > 0. 
‘R 
This means that 
v=-Aw+ow 
is a positive Radon measure on Q, -A being understood in the sense of 
distributions. By the Riesz decomposition theorem (cf. Appendix) there 
exists a unique h: a- iR ’ such that 
-Ah+oh=O in Q 
such that 
w(x) = j W, Y) dv(y) + h(x), 
R 
where G(e, e) denotes the Green function of the operator (o - A) on Jz with 
zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
For each y E 0, we define 
p(y) = in; v* 
0 
It follows from the maximum principle that /3(y) > 0 for all y E 8. Let 
li/ E C:(Q), 0 < w < 1 be such that V(V) = Ja v(y) dv(y) > 0. Since p is 
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upper semicontinuous (indeed for each x E 0, we can truncate G(x, -) to 
make it continuous), @?w) is v integrable and hence 
4x> a 1 P(Y) V(Y) WY) . %(X>. R 
Since V(V) > 0 and /3(y) > 0 in .R, if follows that 
a = B R P(Y) V(Y) NY) > 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 6. It follows from Theorem 5 that (A, u) E %Y implies 
that u(x) < z?(x), x E R. By assumption g(x, u) > 0 for 0 < u < G(x) a.e. on 
Q and hence (A, u) E F implies that u is superharmonic. This proves 
conclusion (a) of Theorem 6. 
Since u  ^is bounded we can apply Theorem 4 and conclude that 
satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 5. Therefore, (A, u) E W implies that 
U(X) < U(x), x E Q and hence 
ii(x) = sup{ U(X) : (A, U) E @‘), XER, 
which, using Theorem 4 again, proves the assertions (b), (c) and (e) of 
Theorem 6. Assertion (f) is proved following the reasoning in the proof of 
Theorem 4. 
4. REMARKS 
1. In Theorem 1 we show that under certain conditions, for any given 
p > ,u~ there exists a minimal solution u on the continuum 9 which emanates 
from the point go, 0). In Problem P, we have, by hypothesis (2) that 
g(x, 0,O) > 0 for all x E R and hence, the function _u = 0 is a subsolution of 
Problem P. This implies, by Theorem 1 of [I] that for any ,D > 0, there exists 
a minimal solution zi of Problem P. Theorem 1 implies that u” = U(D). 
2. In Theorem 6 we prove the existence of a solution U of the reduced 
equation, and of a continuum g of solutions (A, u) which begins in (,u,,, 0) 
and tends to (co, Zc) as L -+ co. Closely related results are proved in [2] and 
[8]. However, here the perspective is different: the existence of a solution ii 
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of the reduced equation is presupposed, and the main objective is the 
construction of solutions u1 for ;1 large which approximate k in some sense. 
In some cases, Theorem 6 gives approximate solutions U, where the results 
of [2] and [8] do not. Thus in [2] and [8] it is required (in the forced case) 
that 
g&3 G>> < 0 for all x E fi. 
This means that functions g of the form 
‘!a u> = wv(w 
where s E C(B) and s(x) > 0 for all x E Q, and fE C’([O, o]), f > 0 on 
[ 0, a) and f(x) = 0, cannot be handled by [2] and [8]. 
On the other hand, if we consider for example the function 
g(x, u) = 4 + cos u 
the results of [2] and [ 81 yield approximate solutions near all the positive 
zeros uk of the function g(x, u): 
4+2kn, k = 0, 1, 2,. 9 ., 
whilst Theorem 6 only yields approximations of uO. It does show, however, 
that there exists a continuum of solutions emanating from uO. It would be 
interesting to know whether the same is true for each uk, k > 0. 
3. Theorem 5 can be extended to functions 
g = g(x, u, Vu), 
provided we require of the function u^ that it be positive, superharmonic and 
bounded, and in addition that u” E W’3m(12). 
In the same fashion, Theorem 6 can be extended to functions g, which 
depend on Vu, if GE W’y”‘(12). 
As an illustration we consider the problem 
-Au =;if(u)(l - ]VU]*) in R 
u=o on LX2 
in which f E C’(R),f(O) > 0 and f’(0) > 0 iff(0) = 0, and a is convex. We 
shall write 
a=sup{u>O:f(s)>OforO<s<u}, 
where a may be infinite. 
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Let y E XJ and let n(y) be the outward pointing normal vector at y. Then 
the function 
4x3 Y> = 4x - Y) * n(Y) 
is a solution of the reduced equation 
f(u)(l - IV@) = 0 
and satisfies the assumptions of the modified version of Theorem 5. 
Therefore, if (A, U) E @‘, then u is uniformly bounded in C(a) with respect to 
[,u,,, a~) and hence, by (1.2), in C’(a) for I in bounded intervals. It follows 
that sup{A : (A, U) E G?} = co. 
Next we prove that (\VU([~~~) < 1 for (A, U) E g’. We define the set 
af = { (4 u) E: s!fY : II vu I/C(D) < 11. 
From the assumptions made on f and Q, it follows that Z is a connected 
subset of R X C’(D). Plainly s?’ is not empty and closed in R x C’(D). 
Therefore it remains to show that J#’ is open in R x C’(a). 
For each y E an we have by Theorem 5 
u(x) < -(x - Y) . n(y) - a&J(x) in fi 
for some a > 0. Since u E C’(a) and u(y) = 0, this implies that 
Thus ( Vu I (y) < 1 at each y E 3R. 
To prove that /Vu\ < 1 in the interior of Q we define the function w = 
1 - I Vu 1’. It is easily verified that w satisfies the differential inequality 
-Llw + 2@(U) vu . VW + 2;lf’(u)(l - w)w > 0 
Moreover, we have just shown that 
in 0. 
w>o on 80. 
Let (A, u) E d. Then w > 0 and hence 
-dw + 2J..(u) vu * VW + [W + 2AJ’(u)(l - w)] w > 0 
for any w > 0. Since u is bounded and 0 < w < 1 in J2, it is possible to 
choose LO so large that 
w + 2@-‘(U)(l - w) > 0. 
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Therefore, by the strong maximum principle, w > 0 and hence ]Vu] < 1 in fin. 
This means that the set LZY is open in IR x Cl@). 
Thus, because ]VU] < 1 on @, and consequently k E W’,cu(G), the 
modified version of Theorem 6 can also be applied, and it follows that 
u(., 1) + u as A + co along g 
in L’(B) and also in a weighted w’,‘(L!) norm. 
To characterize U; we observe that by Theorem 6 
U(x) < u*(x) cf inf{u(x, y): y E 1%2} 
because the functions v(., y) are all positive, superharmonic and bounded in 
Q, and satisfy the reduced equation. But 
v(x, y) = dist(x, T,), 
where T, is the tangent plane to XI at y. Hence, because a is convex, 
for all y E 80 
with equality holding if x lies on the inward normal on ZJ at y. Thus 
U*(X) = dist(x, XI), 
and we have proved that 
U(x) < dist(x, 30). 
Since V(x) = a is also positive, superharmonic and bounded and satisfies 
the reduced equation, U(x) < a as well. Thus 
U(x) < min{a, dist(x, aa)}. 
We conjecture that in fact, equality holds. This is easily verified when N = 1 
151. Forf(u)- 1, it was proved in [13, p. 1521. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA. Let Q be an open, bounded subset of RN. Let u E L&(J2), u > 0 
a.e. in B and let for some A > 0. 
I’ u(--d@)dx+Ij u#dx>,O 
R R 
for all 4 E Cr(f2), 4 > 0. 
(AlI 
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Let G,(x, y) be the Green function associated with -A + I in S with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then u can be written as 
4x> = J’ G,(x, v> NJJ) + h(x), x E n, a 
where v is the Radon measure defined by v = -Au + Au, and h is nonnegative 
and satisfies 
-Ah +Ah=O in R. 642) 
Remarks. The function h is the greatest solution of Eq. (A2) which is 
bounded above by u. 
2. The lemma is an extension of the Riesz representation of superhar- 
manic functions (see for ,J = 0: [ 181). Because the proof does not appear to 
be readily available in the literature, we shall give it here. 
Proof. Given E > 0, let Q, be an open subset of 0, whose boundary 
aQ, E C”, such that Q, satisfies e < d(Qn,, P) < 2s. 
Let for v > 0, 
P,(X) := 1 c 
1 
exp - 
1 - (l4/v>’ 1 
for ]x]<r 
0 for Ixl>v, 
where lx] = (Cy=, xf)“‘. 
Let us denote by v, the nonnegative measure on IRN defined by v in fiti 
and by 0 outside Q,,. Similarly, let U, be the function defined by u on Q,, 
and by 0 outside D d4. Let us denote the usual convolution in IRN by (*) and 
define for 0 < r < s/2: 
fe,n:=P;V, and u,,, := p,*u,. 
Observe thatf,,, and u,,~ are nonnegative C” functions in IRN, and that 
--du,,rj + k,, =(-Au~*P~+~~u~P,=~,,, in .R,. 
If we denote by G1,E(~, y) the Green function associated with -A + ,4 with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions on QE, we have 
u,,(x) = j GA,& ~>fe.,,(~) 4~ + he,,(x), XEQ,, 
0, 
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where h,,, satisfies 
-Ah,, + Ah,, = 0 in Q, 
h = u,,, on aa,. 
Because ,I > 0 and u,,, , > 0 on XI,, it follows from the maximum principle 
that h > 0 in an,. 
Therefore 
uw,(x> a 1 GA,& Y)~,,,(Y) 4~9 XESZ,. 
‘0, 
Since u,E L’(RN) there exists a sequence {r],), r,, + 0 as n + 00, such that 
uE,nn(x) + 24Xx) as n + 00 a.e. in LIE. 
Because G1,E(~, y) > 0, x, y E J2, and lower semicontinuous for fixed x, we 
have 
lim inf j GA,,@, .U,,,,,(Y> 4~ > 1’ GA& Y) dveb’), XEfi,, 
n-a R, 0 E 
and hence 
Next, we recall that U, = u and v, = v on 0,. Thus, extending Gn,,(x, y) by 0 
outside L?,, we obtain, since this extension is still lower semicontinuous, that 
u(x) Z  ^ Gn,,(x, Y> MY) .I a.e. in .R,. n 
Finally, take a sequence {E,}, E, + 0 as n + co such that a, c 0, for 
n<m. Fix nE N. Then for any m>n, 
u(x) > j GA,& Y> My) a.e. in 8,. 
R 
Now let m + co. Then because G,,, (x, JJ) ,/ G,(x, v), it follows from the 
monotone convergence theorem that 
u(x)> j G,(x, Y> NY) a.e. in a,. (A3) 
R 
Since (A3) holds for arbitrary n and (J,“= I R, = 0, (A3) holds a.e. in fi. 
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Set 
h(x) := u(x) - 1 G,(x, Y> dv(y) a.e. in a. 
R 
Then h(x) > 0 and satisfies (A2) in the sense of distributions [ 181. Thus, 
from standard regularity theory, h equals almost everywhere an analytic 
function. 
COROLLARY. If in the lemma there exists at least one 4 E C?(Q) so that 
the inequality in (Al) becomes a strict inequality there exists an a > 0 such 
that 
u(x) > ah(x) a.e. in Ll, 
where u0 is the principal eigenfunction of the operator -A with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions in 8. For the proof we refer to the proof of Theorem 5. 
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